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experience.)

'So there's a lot of Emperor's New Clothes, selling the sizzle, and HP is fantastic at
that.'

IPS general manager Bruno Polito added that an unintended consequence might
be that if dealers come out with '8-cent HP inkjet prints', it could dry up the rivers of
gold coming to HP from the sale of inkjet cartridges for home computers. (Enter
Kodak, with its inkjet printer campaign informing consumers they have been ripped
off for years on inkjet cartridges!)

Holmes concedes that while 2009 was a challenging year for IPS ('we are another
year stronger') one of the big wins was securing endorsed supplier status from the
Camera House group – for everything in the portfolio except silver halide paper.
('There's at least one sacred cow we haven't quite got to yet,' he noted.)

He said IPS was the first company to adhere to all the Camera House rules and
rebates around photo chemistry.

'We are the only official supplier of Tetenal tablet chemistry, and with CPAC are
the only supplier of liquid chemistry offering a product for every machine,' he said.

'We are not as over-ambitious as some on prices. We are very competitively priced
and we've demonstrated that we can offer a lab a superior deal than what they are
on now.'

On the issue of selling paper to Camera House stores, he said that IPS understood
that there was 'no document in place for members for a print solution'.

'We understand there is no document which says they have to use a particular
paper.'

He also said trade practices legislation came into play.

'It would be a restrictive trade practice to deny people the option – so we can't not
sell to anybody.'

Another major development is assuming the exclusive distributorship for
PremierArt canvas and coating range (see accompanying story), which
complements the Youframe in-store canvas stretching and framing system IPS
also offers.

He sees this development as important from the point of view of diversifying the
product range 'so as not to rely entirely on our staples' as well as moving IPS
towards being a one-stop printing hardware and consumables shop for its
customers.
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